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In M em oriam : 
Cao Yu, 1910-1996
雷雨
北京人
It is a well-known fact that Cao Yu was an early developer. 
At the age of twenty-three, he established his immediate and 
unmistakable identity with Leiyu (Thunderstorm). At the age of 
thirty, he wrote his masterpiece, Beijingren (Peking man). Thus 
only seven years separated the debut and the climax in his 
career as a dramatist. In between, he wrote Richu (Sunrise), 
Yuanye (The wilderness), and Tuibian (Metamorphosis). Except 
Tuibian, the other four full-length plays are generally recognized 
to be his best. But after Beijingren 
and after the founding of the 
People’s Republic of China in 
particular, he became a social 
activist, and his creative power 
rapidly lost its intensity. It is scarcely 
conceivable that he exhibited such 
an abundance of intelligence and 
energy in a mere seven years. Unlike 
many Western dramatists, Cao Yu 
has never lavishly and directly 
commented on his works and artistic 
aims. Therefore, to commemorate 
him as a great dramatist of modern 
China, we might review these four 
plays and stage them imaginatively 
in the theaters of our own minds.
The four plays have a consistent concern for the 
relationships between characters and their dramatic space. In 
Leiyu, all the characters are passively engaged in a losing 
struggle against an overwhelmingly powerful antagonistic 
environment. Later, the emphasis shifts: a dynamic relationship 
between characters and dramatic space characterizes the next 
three plays. These plays attempt to bring their principal female 
characters, Chen Bailu in Richu, Jinzi in Yuanye, and Sufang in 
Beijingren, out from their world within to a world without. In all 
three plays, nocturnal darkness dominates the visible space on
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stage, and the sirens of locomotives, signaling the march of time 
and history, can be heard in the far distance. The situations of 
the three female characters are also similar. All three women are 
confronted with a hostile environment without and suppressive 
figures within: Chen Bailu with her abusers, like Jin Ba; Jinzi with 
her mother-in-law; and Sufang with her uncle. All three are 
courted by weak or degenerated men: Chen Bailu by her 
abusers; Jinzi by her husband Jiao Daxing; and Sufang by her 
cousin Zeng Wenqing. Finally, the three are to be brought out of 
their unhappy space by an outsider: Chen Bailu by Fang 
Dasheng, Jinzi by Qiu Hu, and Sufang by the Peking Man-like 
mechanic.
We can also see an obvious progression from one play to 
the next in terms of the female characters’ spatial movement: 
Fanyi fails in her lonely struggle to leave the prison-like 
residence of the Zhou family; Fang Dasheng fails to take Chen 
Bailu back from the society that consumes her life; Jinzi braves 
her way out with Qiu Hu from the farm house into the dark forest, 
but Qiu Hu kills himself, while Jinzi gets wounded by a gunshot 
before she leaves for the land of gold; Sufang then leaves the 
compound unharmed with the help of the mechanic. 
Dramaturgically and chronologically，Fanyi’s struggle fails in 
nocturnal darkness on the night of a thunderstorm; Chen Bailu 
dies before sunrise; Jinzi endures hardships in the dark forest 
until sunrise, but the sirens of the locomotive she thinks she has 
heard before are never mentioned; Sufang leaves at dawn, and 
we can hear the sirens in the near distance.
At the apex of the series of spatial movements is Sufang’s 
departure from the residence of the Zeng family. The importance 
actually hinges on her interaction with two groups of characters 
at a crucial juncture of her life. On the one hand, there are 
members of the Zeng family: the patriarch Zeng Hao who is both 
her benefactor and suppressor; the daughter-in-law Siyi who 
hurts and insults her feelings; and the son Zeng Wenqing who 
loves her but suppresses his love in accordance with social 
conventions. These are the people whom Sufang gets entangled 
with in life and by blood. On the other hand, there are Dr. Yuan, 
the mechanic looking like a “Peking Man,” and Ruizhen， the 
granddaughter-in-law of the patriarch. All three in the second 
group, though not related to her by blood, help Sufang in one
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way or another to get out of the entrapment of her family life. Dr. 
Yuan’s style of living, which openly defies tradition, is there for 
her to see and contemplate every day; Ruizhen brings her books 
to read and encourages her to leave; and the mechanic fights to 
make a way out for her. Sufang leaves, but where she goes 
becomes vital in understanding the significance of all four female 
characters’ spatial movement being a single progression. In fact， 
every step is complicated and symbolic. Altogether, the 
progression demonstrates Cao Yu’s consistent commitment to 
artistic integration. Thus the four plays really constitute one 
single work evolving step by step with dramatic consistency: 
each play contains the germ of the next. The conception of the 
four plays as a whole is therefore unmistakably Cao’s, flesh of 
his flesh.
Cao Yu began to conceive of Leiyu when he was 
voraciously reading Western dramatic works at Qinghua 
University as an English major. Thus his dual capacity as an 
English major and as a Chinese writer must necessarily be 
another key to understanding his dramatic oeuvre. It is therefore 
not surprising that many of his dramatic techniques are derived 
from Western sources. Take just a few that tie all four plays 
together. First of all, in all four plays, characters on the stage 
relate to each other in entangled and intensified conflicts, while 
the influence of a far more powerful character off the stage 
compels the actions of the characters on stage and guides them 
to their destiny. Second， it was Cao Yu’s particular artistic power 
to transform narrative into dramatic art by compressing a long 
story line into a few pregnant situations and a section of society 
into a few characters. Here, Cao Yu's dramatic structures show 
close affinity to those of Ibsen and Chekhov. Third, two of the 
four plays are obviously modeled on Western dramatic works. 
The plot of Leiyu is a variation on*Emile Zola's Madeleine and 
Renee, and the story line of Yuanye a reworking of that of 
Shelley's Prometheus Unbound. While we see Cao's obvious 
apprenticeship here, the techniques he applied in these cases 
are artful inversion and emulation. For instance, while Zhou 
Puyuan’s questionable past closely resembles that of 
Madeleine’s， how he confronts his past is in sharp contrast to 
how Madeleine does hers. Similarly, while Jinzi and Asia share a 
common vision in their quest for the golden land， Qiu Hu’s blind
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revenge distinctively contrasts with Prometheus1 magnanimous 
change of heart.
Moreover, all the four plays were deliberately written 
against some traditional creeds which Cao detested and which 
he saw were in an irreversible decline. The political commentator 
and modern drama master were one and the same: Cao Yu’s 
youthful rebellion against a repressive social order and his 
energetic efforts to nurture modern Chinese drama for cultural 
redefinition sprang from the same source. Hidden in his plays 
were Western perspectives with which he satirized and 
assaulted the chronic social problems of his time: the autocratic 
thinking of the patriarch, the lack of impartial legal means to 
redress horrible injustices, and inflexible ways of thinking 
derived from the traditional family that cannot cope with 
problems in a changed world.
Cao Yu has indeed touched several generations with these 
four great plays. His characters—Fanyi, Chen Bailu, Jinzi, and 
Sufang—are as alive and unique as those of any great 
dramatist. These plays are successful not only by virtue of their 
complexity, symbolic significance, integration of artistic aims, 
and artful renovations of Western models on the Chinese soil; 
they have an additional dimension understandable in terms of 
Chinese poetics—that is, the Chinese way of relating words to 
things, the verbal to the visual, and the consciousness to the 
world.
Cao Yu always employs words to refer to two different 
things at the same time. He allows his verbal drama to hover 
between the figurative and the literal, and, most importantly, the 
improper and proper usage of words. “Proper” meanings in 
Cao’s verbal art are carried by words actually used on stage. 
However, there are “improper,” figurative meanings that stand in 
opposition to proper and literal meanings. Explicating a 
李媪 controversial poem by a Chinese poet by the name of Li Yu, 
黃世中 Huang Shizhong articulated a fundamental principle of Chinese 
poetics:
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Generally speaking, the excellence of poetic 
sentences lies in a duality of both nominal 
and notional meanings. Therefore, the dual 
usage of a single literary quotation, the dual 
reference of a single sentence, the 
combination of direct reference and indirect 
attack, and the combination of meaning and 
sound constitute a poet’s masterful sleight of 
hand. (Huang 1988: 207)
大凡詩句以虚涵兩意為 
妙 ，所以一典兩用，一 
句兩喻，正用旁射，諧 
音雙關等等，正是詩家 
妙手。
Almost all the significant dramatic details in the four plays by 
Cao Yu, such as the thunderstorm, the sunrise, the wilderness, 
the colors of gold, white, and darkness, the reference to rats and 
a ruined landscape painting, and the powerful off-stage fighting, 
live up to this Chinese poetic norm. These details are all 
deployed to alight simultaneously on two different planes of 
meanings set apart by a dramatic detail. For instance, take the 
ruined landscape painting in Beijingren. In Act I, Zeng Wenqing 
is dismayed to find that a big hole has been made in the center 
of Sufang's landscape (or shartshui, literally "mountains and 山水 
waters") painting. Zeng Wenqing concludes that it must have 
been damaged by rats and blames Siyi for not applying rat 
poison in the house. Siyi then retorts:
That’s strange. Why does it bother you so 
much that a few little rats chew up your 
painting? Yet you act as if nothing had 
happened when a pack of big rats has been 
eating up this house, our property, year 
round. (Cao 1986: 21)
奇怪，一張畫叫幾個小 
耗子咬了，也值得這麼 
著急！家裡這所房子， 
產業，成年叫外來一群 
大耗子啃得都空了心 
了 ，你倒像沒事人似 
的。
The pack of "big rats" are the son-in-law Jiang Tai, his wife, and 江泰 
Sufang who live in the house without paying for room and board.
However, the comparison of people to rats in the play has a
persistent and complementary role to play against the motif of
landscape painting. Thus by the end, when Zeng Hao in his last
gasp asks what is happening in the bedroom where his son has
committed suicide, his daughter, for fear of hurting her father,
answers: “‘A rat_ The place is crawling with rats”’ （1986: 1 8 1 ) .耗子，鬧耗子。
The reader can see clearly that Cao Yu is pungently
condemning, through a clever play of words, all those who have
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failed to live up to the expectation of their forefathers. That is, 
those people are rats only useful in nibbling away the“mountains 
and rivers’’一 in Chinese, shanshui, the phrase for 
“landscape”一of the country.
No doubt the combination of artistic integration and 
integrity, of renovation and creation, of intuition and reflection, of 
aesthetics and politics, and of the political commentator and the 
dramatist makes the youthful Cao Yu between 1933 and 1940 a 
towering figure in modern Chinese drama. Ever a student, and 
ever a teacher, Cao Yu is perhaps even now in his new, spiritual 
form calling on us to engage in renewed cultural reflection. May 
his youthful wish be renewed.
Aixue WANG
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